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Just Can’t Get

Enough
The natural gas industry is 
stuck between two phases 
in its booming develop-
ment: The Ministry of 
Petroleum wants to launch 
new export projects, but new 
fi elds have been slow in developing 
because of overheated global demand 
for drilling rigs and services. 

At the same time, domestic industry and 
power plants are asking: What about us? 
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It’s the job of three cruisers hired by the 
Rashid Petroleum Company, a public-pri-
vate joint venture managed by Great Brit-
ain-based oil and gas major BG Group that 
operates a network of 34 offshore natural 
gas wells, to see that never happens. Once 
or twice a month, the fleet maneuvers to 
warn local fishing boats against approach-
ing one of the company’s three platforms, 
two of which hold wells that have millions 
of cubic feet of flammable gas coursing 
through them every day.

“Marine growth [such as barnacles] 
collects on the platform legs. The marine 
growth attracts fish — and the fish at-
tract the fishermen,” says Gary Phillips, 
operations general manager for Rashid 
Petroleum (Rashpetco). 

With a little bit of cooperation, the fish 
will still end up on Egyptian plates, and 
the gas from Rashpetco’s Rosetta conces-
sion will wind up firing Egyptian stoves or 
power plants. 

New offshore gas platforms have risen 
from the azure Mediterranean waters 

around the Delta, like temples to the sea 
change in Egypt’s energy fortunes. Not 
even a decade ago, natural gas production 
was at a mere sustenance level. Today, it has 
supplanted declining crude oil in many do-
mestic energy applications, fueling 84% of 
the nation’s electricity generation — and 
making Egypt the world’s sixth-largest ex-
porter of the fossil fuel.

The scale and complexity of the resur-
gent natural gas industry is nowhere more 
apparent than at the source: In late May, 
BG Egypt invited bt on a tour of Rashpet-
co’s unmanned P2 platform in the Rosetta 
concession. The platform, which came 
online in April 2004, holds four wellheads 
that produced 320 million standard cubic 
feet (MMscf) of natural gas for the domes-
tic market in the 24-hour period before our 
visit, or a little over 8% of the domestic gas 
supply that day. 

BG started exporting gas in 2005 from 
new dedicated fields in the West Delta 
Deep Marine (WDDM) concession routed 
to liquefied natural gas (LNG) facilities at 

Idku. Overseeing 46% of Egypt’s total pro-
duction, Rashpetco is the largest upstream 
natural gas operation in the nation.

Now that a three-year phase of intensive 
construction of both the new fields and 
LNG plants is at a close, the petroleum 
companies are back to exploration and 
planning. But with world prices for oil and 
gas soaring, there’s an emerging struggle 
over the decision to export more of what 
has traditionally been a cheap energy 
source for Egypt.

International oil companies (IOCs), 
facing significant physical and economic 
risks, want to get the best price they can on 
the world markets with gas liquefaction, a 
high-tech process that makes the gas 600 
times denser and thus economical to ship 
by tanker. The government wants to let 
them, but it must also make sure there’s 
enough for domestic use — at a cheap 
enough price.

While the gas platforms appear stately 
as they rise from the sea, even a small ac-
cident can escalate out of control, which is 

Rashpetco hires helicopter transportation from Petroleum Air Services to its
normally unmanned offshore installations. Left: Rashpetco’s Rosetta P2 platform, 

50 kilometers north of Rashid, stands in 60 meters of water.

F IFTY KILOMETERS NORTH OF THE MOUTH OF THE NILE’S RASHID BRANCH, ONE OF THE OLDEST 

segments of Egypt’s economy occasionally risks colliding into one of its newest. If they 

ever should, results could be catastrophic.
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why BG Group, operator of dozens of other 
gas fields across five continents, makes 
safety its first priority. At the same time, BG 
and other IOCs, including ENI, BP, Shell 
and Apache, spend millions of dollars every 
month exploring for new fields despite the 
ever-present risk that they won’t find any 
that are cost-effective to develop.

Rashpetco’s projects demonstrate how 
improvements in offshore technology have 
reduced both safety and business risks. In 
the past ten years, information technology 
has allowed operators to run their wells pri-
marily by remote, meaning the potentially 
dangerous platforms can stay unmanned 
most of the time. At the same time, a 
revolution in mechanical reliability is allow-
ing subsea wellheads to replace most gas 
platforms altogether — and to tap fields at 
unprecedented water depths and distances 
from shore. 

The riskiest variable in the business of 
petroleum is now the rapidly changing 

global market. High oil prices have obvi-
ously made IOCs more profitable, but the 
rapid expansion in global production has 
put a strain on the contractors that serve 
the industry. In short, a deep-water drill-
ing rig that once cost IOCs $60,000 a day 
to hire now costs upwards of $450,000 a 
day — if they can find one that isn’t locked 
into a multiple-year contract.

Luckily for Egypt, its domestic natural 
gas surplus arrived just before interna-
tional oil prices began their march to un-
precedented highs. The ministry changed 
concession agreements in 2002 to open the 
possibility of exporting gas to fuel-hungry 
European and American markets, and two 
consortiums, one led by ENI and the other 
by BG, began building LNG facilities.

However, the Ministry of Petroleum, 
which trades oil at international prices, 
decided to rein in subsidies with a domes-
tic natural gas pricing formula starting in 
2000; the current cap price stands at $2.65 

per million British thermal units (MMBtu). 
With the unexpected spike in rig costs, the 
IOCs say, that cap has made it too expen-
sive to develop the deep-water areas for any 
purpose other than LNG. At the time the 
cap was set, nobody foresaw that the LNG 
price could hit $14 per MMBtu, either, but 
it did during a cold snap this past winter at 
the Henry Hub, the major regasification 
and trading point for the United States in 
the Gulf of Mexico. 

As a result, the ministry is under increas-
ing pressure from IOCs to grant additional 
export allowances, which could stretch thin 
the domestic supply of gas. The worldwide 
scarcity of drilling rigs has also delayed the 
discovery of new proven reserves, which 
have hovered at the 67 trillion cubic feet 
(tcf) mark for the past year. (Analysts 
estimate there are 120 tcf in probable re-
serves.)

Although the government benefits from 
the higher prices through its share of pro-

From left: Rashpetco Operations General Manager Gary Phillips, General Manager and Managing Director Neil McCulloch 
and (fourth from left) Rashid P2 Offshore Installation Manager Abdel Moneim El-Gayar in the control room at P2.
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ceeds from gas exports, an increasing num-
ber of political and private sector critics 
are accusing leaders of giving away Egypt’s 
valuable natural gas through the LNG 
projects. However, the incentive it provides 

for IOCs to continue exploring for gas will 
undoubtedly save the industry.

The trick for the Ministry of Petroleum 
will be to strike the right balance between 
domestic and export markets to get the best 
energy value for Egypt — and the best aver-
age price for the petroleum companies.

A sector apart
AS IN NEARLY ALL DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 
with significant oil and gas reserves, Egypt’s 
petroleum industry is based upon careful 
cooperation between the government and 
multinationals. Governments that don’t 
have enough capital to find and develop 
their petroleum reserves alone as (or at 
least not enough to do it as quickly as they 
would like) can enter production-sharing 
agreements with multiple IOCs that have 
the expertise and economies of scale to get 
the oil and gas moving.

The Ministry of Petroleum and the 
Egyptian General Petroleum Corporation 

(EGPC) auction onshore and offshore ex-
ploration blocks (or concessions, as they’re 
often called) roughly once a year to choose 
the IOCs they will work with. An IOC that 
wins a block is required to make at least 
three drilling campaigns to find oil or gas 
over a 10-year period, completely at its own 
expense — and risk. If it finds no petro-
leum, Egypt has lost nothing, but the IOC 
is out millions of dollars. 

If the IOC makes a commercially viable 
find, EGPC forms a joint-venture operat-
ing company like Rashpetco with the IOC 
(referred to as the ‘contractor’ in the 
agreement) to extract the petroleum from 
small, specified development leases in the 
block. The operating company is governed 
equally by EGPC and IOC directors, so 
both parties have a say in the production 
strategy. The venture is exempt from stan-
dard Egyptian company laws and, effec-
tively, from income taxes. 

In fact, each operating company formed 

The four ‘dry’ wellheads on Rosetta P2 produce 320 MMscf per day of natural gas. The ‘subsea’ wellheads and 
technology in WDDM are necessary in water deeper than 100-150 meters.

Shamel Hamdy, First Undersecretary, 
Ministry of Petroleum 
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under a concession agreement must be 
approved by a special vote of the People’s 
Assembly.

The IOC (or contractor) finances and 
builds all the infrastructure necessary to 
obtain the gas or oil through the operating 
company, and the government pays it back 
over time out of the gas produced — it’s 
called “cost-recovery gas” in the industry. 

“They’re all assets of Egypt,” says Rash-
petco General Manager and Managing 
Director Neil McCulloch. “The foreign oil 
companies have the right to operate the 
concessions and create the joint venture 
companies alongside EGPC and EGAS 
[Egypt Gas, bt100 number 49]. Contractors 
enjoy their share of the rent from those fa-
cilities because they are funding the devel-
opment and bringing in their expertise.” 

That rent is the ‘profit gas’ shared be-
tween EGPC and the contractor after the 
cost recovery gas is accounted for; EGPC al-
ways gets the majority, but the contractor’s 
share increases with the risk of the activity, 
as is the case with deep-water production.

The blocks are awarded to technologi-
cally qualified companies that make the 
best financial production-sharing bid; 
although the contract is very complicated, 
IOCs only end up competing on a few 
points. “Even the profit-gas distribution 
between the government and the con-
tractor is more or less rigid,” says Tamer 
Tantawi, research and analysis manager for 
Pico Energy, a leading petroleum services 
consultancy. “They compete on signature 
bonus and cost recovery.” 

The signature bonus is simply a cash fee 
the contractor pays for winning the bid; 
the cost-recovery gas ratio is usually 20-40% 
of the total gas produced, which pays back 
the initial capital expenditure to build the 
platforms and wells over about five years. 
The lower the cost-gas ratio, the longer 
it takes the IOC to recoup its expenses, 
especially since cost gas is calculated at the 
domestic price even for export projects, ac-
cording to Tantawi.

Competition in bid rounds has in-
creased greatly now that the world is 
aware of Egypt’s gas bonanza; at the same 
time, the high costs of development mean 
IOC’s can’t go too far in bidding low cost-
gas ratios. 

“The concession agreements are not, 
percentage-wise, the same as they used to 
be,” admits Shamel Hamdy, first undersec-
retary at the Ministry of Petroleum, “but 
it’s a fact of life. [The new blocks are] in 
more expensive areas and the environment 
and tools are more expensive.”

According to Abdel Hamid, the privatization plan will 
be cleared for takeoff only if a study proves it viable.
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BG Group in Egypt

1995: Exploration
BG Group won the Rosetta and West 
Delta Deep Marine (WDDM) concessions 
in the 1993 bid round and completed 
production sharing agreements in 1995. 
Exploration campaigns established com-
mercial finds in Rosetta in 1997 and in 
WDDM in 1999 and BG Group signed 
development leases. Partners in Rosetta 
were Edison (20%) and Shell (40%) and 
in WDDM are Edison (50%) 

2002: Development
Rashpetco finished the first phase 
on Rosetta in January 2001 and was 
in construction on Scarab Saffron to 
deliver gas to the domestic market 
by 2003. The government amended 
the WDDM concession agreement to 
allow for export; the development plan 
dedicated the large Simian Sienna and 
Sapphire fields to liquefied natural gas 
(LNG) plants planned at Idku.

2006: LNG and back to exploration…
WDDM delivered gas to ELNG’s two trains 
before the end of 2005, which accelerated 
construction to grab high international 
prices that winter. As of 2006, Shell has 
sold its stake in Rosetta to BG, while 
Petronas has acquired Edison’s stake 
in WDDM and partnered with BG in new 
exploration, with a 50% interest in North 
Sidi Kerir Deep and 30% in El Burg. BG is 
the sole partner exploring in El Manzala.
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The wild, wild West
WHEN BG GROUP WON ITS ROSETTA AND 
WEST Delta Deep Marine (WDDM) conces-
sions in 1995, competition was nowhere 
near as heated as it is today, despite far 
lower contracting costs as a result of dor-
mant oil prices — there was simply no 
precedent that suggested the West Delta 
waters were particularly abundant with 
natural gas. The company’s success in the 
last decade has been based on strong man-
agement and great geographical luck.

Intensified 3D seismic testing (which 
measures the density of sediment at vari-
ous depths along a carefully plotted grid 
of 2D ‘shots’ to identify rock formation 
traps that could contain petroleum) 
quickly proved that the company’s wager 
would pay off. Test wells proved commer-
cially viable gas reserves in Rosetta in 1997 
and in WDDM in 1998 and 1999. Stuart 
Fysh, BG’s executive vice president and 
managing director for the Mediterranean 
Basin and Africa, says total proven re-
serves for the fields the company operates 
are between 12 and 14 tcf.

Today, the development leases in the 
two concessions produce about 2.6 billion 
cubic feet per day, or more than 46% of 
Egypt’s total production. 

“That rate of production would take only 
20 minutes to fill the Great Pyramids,” says 
McCulloch, who has led Rashpetco since 
September 2005 after a stint managing the 
Armada fields, BG’s flagship assets in the 
North Sea. It’s also more gas than the gross 
production of all BG’s UK assets, he notes. 
(Rashpetco manages the larger WDDM 
development leases — technically known 
as Burullus Petroleum Company — at the 
request of Burullus shareholders, which 
include BG, Petronas and EGPC.)

BG moved faster in developing the Ro-
setta concession because its shallow water 
depth allowed it to use lower-tech (and 
cheaper) jack-up drilling rigs and conven-
tional dry wellheads on platforms. Rash-
petco delivered its first gas to the national 
grid in January 2001. According to a field 
development plan written once final tests 
on the reserves were complete, Rashpetco’s 
partners decided to develop the concession 
in multiple stages to sustain an original 
daily output of 275 MMscf per day, a figure 
that has since increased to 380 MMscf.

“The news from Rosetta has been bet-
ter as time has gone on,” McCulloch says. 
“It has been de-bottlenecked already. 
Subsequent stages will be around plateau 
maintenance.” Plateau production is the 

maximum output from a gas field, which 
McCulloch says is ideally about 15% of 
total reserves each year. With plans for 
new wells in existing fields — and two new 
fields within Rosetta’s development lease 
to be completed by the middle of 2008 
— McCulloch says plateau-level production 
will continue until the end of the decade, 
followed by a very slow decline continuing 
beyond the 25-year lifespan of the develop-
ment lease.

At the wellhead
OUR VISIT TO ROSETTA’S P2 PLATFORM WAS AN 
opportunity for every party involved, from 
Petroleum Air Service’s helicopter pilots 
to McCulloch himself (on his first trip to 
the wellheads since he arrived in Egypt) to 
review the highest operational and safety 
standards in the field. 

Abdel Moneim El-Gayar, the offshore 
installation manager — in essence the plat-
form’s chief executive — walked everyone 
through the emergency announcements, 
muster points and emergency shutdown 
buttons. The pilots were particularly in-
terested in systems that would warn them 
off landing on a platform in the event of 
a large gas leak. Phillips reassured them 
that cameras and other monitors allowed 
onshore operators, backed up by automatic 
systems, to make a system-wide shutdown, 
flush gas away from the wellheads and ex-
tinguish any fires.

P2 is managed with military precision. 
A paper trail tracks absolutely every job 
done on the platform. Mohsen Allam, bt’s 
photo editor, had to fill out two pieces of 
paperwork simply to use his camera while 
on the platform. A worker followed him at 
all times on board, measuring for any air-
borne gas at the locations at which Allam 
was using his equipment.

There’s a very good reason safety is 
taken so seriously: On the North Sea 
late one summer night in 1988, workers 
on the Piper Alpha platform in the Oc-
cidental Petroleum-operated Piper Field 
overlooked a piece of paperwork noting 
that a main natural gas compressor was 
shut down for repairs. As the night wore 
on, the backup compressor for that line 
failed, threatening the power supply to 
an expensive rig then in operation, so the 
workers switched on the main one. The 
surge that followed overwhelmed the tem-
porary plate covering the disconnected 
machinery and filled the platform with 
flammable natural gas condensate. 

It quickly exploded. The firefighting sys-
tem had also been switched off for subsea 
maintenance. It could only be restarted 
from one location on the platform. Worse, 
pipelines from other platforms continued 
feeding Piper Alpha with massive amounts 
of gas and oil because the platform’s man-
ager didn’t have the authority to order a 
costly system-wide shutdown. 

The inferno that followed killed 167 
men and destroyed the entire platform. 

The Piper Alpha disaster prompted 
a revolution in safety and management 
standards in the UK and to this day serves 
as a reminder to the global industry of 
the price to be paid for failing to heed to 
safety procedures. Here in Egypt, Phillips 
and McCulloch stress the role technology 
has played in improving the safety and ef-
ficiency of production. Production is com-
pletely controlled onshore, so workers only 
need to be present on the platform to per-
form maintenance or execute new projects. 

New smart-well completion techniques 
and sensors allow the company to both 
better monitor pressure, temperature 
and chemical composition data, and then 
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control flow rates from different reservoirs 
at different points on the same well. This 
helps maintain an optimum pressure of 
gas, allowing Rashpetco to deliver its gas to 
the national grid at a standard pressure po-
tential (like voltage in an electrical grid). 
It also helps prevent unexpected surges in 
liquid gas, water or even sand.

“You don’t want to be pushing [too 
much liquid] into the terminal,” Phillips 
says. If there is an overload, “it will shut 
itself down, but we’re in the business of 
producing gas, not shutting down.” 

Smart-well technology also reduces by 
half the number of wells needed to fully 
tap a field, which cuts down significantly 
on drilling time and costs.

Under the sea
IMPROVED MECHANICAL TECHNOLOGY PLAYED 
an even bigger part in the development of 
WDDM. Just north of the Rosetta field, the 
WDDM ocean floor takes a radical drop 
from the 60-to-150 meter range to 500 
meters at Scarab Saffron field and 1,000 
meters at Simian Sienna. 

At those depths, it becomes entirely 
impractical to complete the wellheads on 
platforms, which would have to be taller 
than the tallest skyscrapers in the world.

Here, IOCs are using new subsea tech-
nologies, including waterproof wellheads 
cemented to the seabed, a collection net-
work (or manifold) able to run without 
interruption or repair for more than 25 
years, and electrical and hydraulic umbili-
cal lines miles long. BG actually set records 
for the engineering feat: Its 80-kilometer 
pipe from WDDM to the beach at Idku was 
the longest ‘tieback’ pipeline from subsea 
wells in the world when it was brought on 
line in 2003. 

To date, Rashpetco has installed 24 sub-
sea wells by remote-controlled submarine 
on the concession, and has left space in 
its infrastructure for more. It’s difficult 
to overstate the expense and difficulty 
involved in subsea technology. The well-
heads, pieces of equipment the size of a 
mid-level executive’s office, cost around 
$2 million each. But because they can’t be 
disassembled, Rashpetco had to fly them in 
on the largest cargo planes in the world at 
a cost of $250,000 each.

“Subsea equipment is undoubtedly ex-
pensive to install,” McCulloch says. “But 
avoiding having to install platforms can save 
a lot of operating costs over the life cycle of 
the asset.” Plus, it potentially keeps the need 
for human intervention to a minimum.

While the smaller Rosetta concession has 

so far cost $400 million to develop, WDDM 
has cost upwards of $2.5 billion. That said, 
it produces 2.1 bcf per day, more than five 
times as much as Rosetta.

The key to WDDM’s long-term profit-
ability is the export price its gas captures 
through the BG-run Egyptian LNG plants. 
Fysh says that on Train Two, Burullus part-

ners BG, Petronas and EGPC split the ‘net 
back price,’ a figure equal to the interna-
tional price of gas minus the liquefaction 
tolling cost and shipping costs. The two 
costs are each “less than a dollar,” Fysh says. 
At the current Henry Hub index price of 
$6-8 per MMBtu, the upstream partners 
could be making back more than twice the 
domestic capped price of $2.65.

BG Egypt President Oscar Prieto says 
ELNG sells Train One gas to Gaz de 
France (GdF) under a price formula with 
both a floor and cap, which means GdF 
sees the majority of the benefit from un-
usually high prices.

BG’s regional performance has taken 
off in large part because of the new LNG 
plants. According to its 2005 financial 
reports for the Mediterranean Basin and 
Africa region (which Egypt dominates), 
operating revenues more than doubled 
to £598 million (LE 6.25 billion), up from 
£277 million (LE 2.89 billion) in 2004, 
while profits climbed 99% to £323 million 
(LE 3.37 billion) from £162 million (LE 
1.69 billion). The company’s net gas take 

Rashpetco will execute further projects in the next two years in its 
Rosetta development leases to maintain plateau production level.

BG Egypt President Oscar Prieto
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from its Egyptian operations increased to 
209.9 bcf from 84.7 bcf in the same period 
— officially making Egypt the group’s big-
gest overseas gas operation.

Now that both LNG plants are running 
with dedicated reserves and 20-year sales 
agreements, BG has the luxury of stand-
ing back and seeing how its rivals’ political 
struggle over gas marketing plays out. The 
outcome will affect potential suppliers for a 
third ELNG train, but Fysh says the domes-
tic price won’t have a direct impact on the 
company in the near future.

“Our projects are quite economic as 
they stand,” he says. “A lot of the facili-
ties and the drilling we’ve done for the 
development of our existing production 
was done at much, much, much lower rig 
rates. … It’s not a ‘here and now’ issue for 
BG in Egypt.”

The half-a-million dollar question
FOR OTHER IOCS, HOWEVER, SOARING DRILL-
ing and contracting costs have had an 
enormous impact on decisions in the off-
shore gas game. While Shell has decided 
to move ahead with its final exploration 
round in NEMED, the deepest-water and 
largest exploration block in Egypt, smaller 
American producer Apache decided to get 
out of offshore production completely.

The Ministry of Petroleum — which 
dedicated a third of its proven reserves 
to exports when contracting rates where 
much lower and reserve growth seemed 
like it would keep accelerating — is now 
in a bind because, according to its stated 
strategy, it cannot dedicate more gas to 
export until it finds at least as much for the 
domestic market.

“Our reserves have not increased a lot 
for a year now,” Hamdy says. “Mainly this is 
because we have had delays in the arrival of 
the rigs, mainly the offshore rigs.” Unfortu-
nately, the vast majority of new finds and 

planned exploration is offshore, which is 
becoming too expensive to develop at the 
current domestic cap price.

Drilling has always been the single 
biggest capital expenditure in the devel-
opment of a gas or oil field. In the past 
three years, daily rates for offshore work 
specifically have increased by as much as 
five times for the drilling rig, oil field ser-
vices (the drill bits, drilling fluid and data 
tracking) and the fleet necessary to move 
construction materials. 

Apache Executive Vice President and 
General Manager in Egypt Rod Eichler 
oversees the largest exploration effort in 
the Western Desert — and the nation’s 
biggest onshore natural gas production 
with a total of 470 MMscf per day. Eichler 
admits that onshore production for the 
domestic market is profitable at current rig 
rates, even if the domestic price cap keeps 
margins low.

“The onshore market is pretty much 
dominated by Egyptian Drilling Company 
(EDC), which is a partnership between 
Maersk and EGPC, and their rates are ar-
tificially low compared to the international 
rig market,” says Eichler. “They’ve gone up 
maybe 20% … [but] you could take the 
same rig here that EDC operates, take it 
to Saudi Arabia and get probably $25,000 
a day for it. That same rig here in Egypt is 
probably getting $12,000 a day.” 

EDC, which also owns four offshore jack-
up rigs, declined to comment for this story. 

The other offshore rigs working in Egypt 
are leased from international companies. 
To drill for the same natural gas Apache 
mines cheaply onshore, a company could 
pay as much as $200,000 a day for a jack-up 
rig at water depths of up to 150 meters, or 
up to $450,000 a day for a floating ‘semi-
submersible’ rig that can drill in deeper 
water. Oilfield services hired through con-
tractors such as Halliburton and Schlum-

berger can add another $100,000 per day.
The cost of rigs alone makes it difficult 

for those service companies to introduce 
new drilling technologies that could save 
IOCs money in the long run, such as 
faster and more sophisticated data collec-
tion. Although Halliburton Egypt Area 
Manager Hesham Ismail says the majors 
operating in the Mediterranean have been 
more willing to pay for new technology, in 
much of the industry “the understanding 
is ‘No, prices should go on very slowly up-
ward for your services, guys — and don’t 
look at the oil prices.’”

At Pico, Tantawi extends that assess-
ment to bidding on the rigs as well. “We 
are not giving good rates for the rigs, 
that’s why they are moving more toward 
West Africa,” he says. “I think there will 
be competition with Libya, [and] I think 
Libya will pay more.”

At anywhere from one to three months 
to drill a well, the ultimate price tag per 
well is staggering: “You’re talking about 
some wells in the outside [offshore] area 
worth $40, $50, $60 million,” BG’s Prieto 
says. “Onshore wells are $3–6 million.”

With millions of dollars on the line, it’s 
little wonder the IOCs are becoming reluc-
tant to drill exploration wells if they’re not 
yet certain what price they’re going to get 
for the gas. 

Nevertheless, Shell Egypt is moving 
ahead with plans for another drilling 
campaign in its North East Mediterranean 
Deepwater (NEMED) Block, which is the 
size of the Netherlands and has water 
depths up to 3,000 meters.

Shell Egypt Chairman Zainul Rahim 
says the company’s exploration campaign 
in 2004 discovered a foundation for com-
mercial development and is confident this 
next phase will uncover further reserves. 
Shell currently produces 400-430 MMscf of 
natural gas per day in the Western Desert 

Domestic Grid

Damietta LNG 
(sourced from the grid)

ELNG Train 1 
(source: BG-operated Simian-Sienna Field)

ELNG Train 2 
(source: BG-operated Sapphire Field)
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for the domestic market.
“In the deep, deep water like NEMED 

… generally speaking, if you don’t have at 
least a ‘tcf’ of gas down there, it’s unlikely a 
commercial development can be justified,” 
Rahim says. Shell has been waiting for a 
semisubmersible rig now under contract 
to Brazilian national oil company Petrobras 
since 2005 because of the comparatively 
low $230,000 daily rate it was able to nego-
tiate. The company hopes to begin a four-
well exploration campaign by September. If 
it finds the gas, it will have to extract it with 
capital-intensive subsea technology.

“We all recognize that you can’t possibly 
sell the NEMED gas to the domestic market 
at the current capped price, because it’s 
just not going to fly,” Rahim says. Petrobras 
owns a 16% stake in NEMED.

Apache had made discoveries offshore in 
2002 and 2003 in the West Mediterranean 
Block I, but the environment made the 
company think twice about overextending 
its level of investment in Egypt, which is 
already high for a firm of its size. It sold 
its 55% interest in a deep water develop-
ment lease from the concession to the Hess 
Corporation in January for $413 million. 
It used the proceeds primarily to acquire 
some of Hess’ assets in West Texas and New 
Mexico. 

Apache obtained an extension of the on-
shore portion of the block in 2005, where 
it continues to explore.

“The board felt it was appropriate to 
[sell], considering the future development 
costs in the block, and also because Apache 
has no deep water operations anywhere in 

the world,” Eichler says. “I’m sure Hess will 
have success with its implementation, but 
it’s probably three to four years down the 
road before [they’ll] start seeing cashflows 
from the property, with significant capital 
investment up front.”

Power to the people
THE RACE IS ON NOW BETWEEN BG’S ENLG 
and Unión Fenosa’s SEGAS to secure the 
supply for the next LNG train. SEGAS 
made a strategic strike last month by sign-
ing a memorandum of understanding with 
the Ministry of Petroleum to build a sec-
ond large LNG train at its Damietta facility. 
While SEGAS Train One draws its supply 
from the grid, the strain on the domestic 
supply will probably force the government 
to require that the supply come directly 
from newly discovered fields. 

As the company has not yet secured that 
supply from partners ENI and BP — or 
a third party like Shell — an official go-
ahead is on standby.

At ELNG, BG is preparing to import 1 tcf 
from a Gaza Strip offshore field to feed its 
third train. It is also waiting for good news 
either from its own exploration efforts in 
the El-Borg and El-Manzala blocks — or 
for an offer from a third party — for the 
additional 3 tcf it needs for a full train. 

Neither of the trains, each requiring 
more than $1 billion in investment, would 
come online before 2009.

While the government has the final say 
on where gas from any Egyptian field is 
shipped, every major company working in 
the Mediterranean is applying heavy pres-
sure to get permission to export new finds. 

“Our top priority right now for the 
NEMED gas is to go to LNG production, 
without any doubt,” Rahim says. “We’re not 
even looking at the alternative of supply-
ing the local market at the current capped 
price.”

With the ultimate goal of obtaining 
LNG cargos to supply Shell’s global clients, 
Rahim says his company is even trying to 
gain ministerial approval to export gas 
from the onshore West Manzala and West 
Qantara blocks. “At this point in time, 
while I’d like to send 100% of the onshore 
gas to LNG, that’s not being realistic,” he 
says, “so we need to settle on a formula 
with the government.”

The Ministry of Petroleum may have 
to raise the domestic gas price cap if it 
wants to purchase some of the offshore 
gas necessary for local consumption, which 
is growing at a rate of 7%. However, it is 
extremely reluctant to do so because that 
would mean increasing subsidies to keep 
prices constant. More than LE 40 billion 
is budgeted for subsidies on petroleum 
products — 15% of the state budget for 
the coming year.

First Undersecretary Hamdy says the 
ministry has not ruled out a hybrid struc-
ture, like raising the domestic price cap for 
gas from offshore while keeping the price 
onshore constant. “Everything is possible, 
providing at the end of the day, we get 
good revenues,” he says. “The bottom line 
is how much at the end of the day we get 
and how much the contractor will get. We 
could buy the gas for $2 and give the con-
tractor a 50% share, or we could buy it for 
$4 and give the contractor a 30% share.”

From his personal experience with the 
West Mediterranean deep, Eichler cites 
the government’s willingness to scale the 

Zainul Rahim
Shell Egypt Chairman 

Sophisticated computer software and ‘smart-well’ technology 
allows Rashpetco to increase productivity and safety.
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profit-gas split depending on the block’s 
conditions: The deal was 25% profit gas 
for the contractor for the first 150 MMscf 
per day onshore, 30% in shallow water, and 
40% in water deeper than 100 meters. 

“So there was an incentive for the for-
eign contractor to do the work in the deep 
water,” he says.

With the entire industry’s data at his 
fingertips, Pico’s Tantawi has calculated 
that it is absolutely necessary for Egypt to 
again address the domestic market. Run-
ning down the list of new projects from 
gas to petrochemicals that will demand 
new stock, Tantawi says the question is 
simple: “Where are you going to get all 
this gas?” 

Rather than committing more gas to 
LNG, he recommends the ministry create 
a compromise formula — with a higher 

domestic price if necessary — to keep the 
maximum amount of gas in the country. 
(For more on petrochemicals and the value 
chain for natural gas, see last month’s fea-
ture, “Just One Word: Plastics,” June 2006, 
page 88.)

“In terms of energy balance, Egypt is 
currently a net importer,” he says. “In re-
ality, we are buying the foreign partner’s 
share of oil and gas to fulfill domestic 
consumption in foreign currency.” He 
argues that the government could raise 
the capped price for natural gas signifi-
cantly as long as it continued to replace 
oil energy with gas — and come out ahead 
both in absolute terms and in net foreign 
currency.

The case is clear in the example of 
compressed natural gas for automobiles, 
Tantawi says. The government pays $500 

per ton of gasoil (diesel) at international 
prices, a figure that works out to about 
LE 2.40 per liter. A truck rolling into a 
filling station to fill up then pays only LE 
0.60 per liter because of subsidies. Twenty-
eight liters of diesel, worth $12 on the 
international market, is equivalent to one 
MMBtu of energy — for which the govern-
ment is now paying its natural gas produc-
ers only $2.65.

Even if the government raised the 
capped price for gas producers to $4 per 
MMBtu, it could still subsidize 75% — and 
pay only a $3 subsidy on the same unit of 
energy, instead of $9 as it presently does 
for diesel.

Beyond simply re-evaluating the energy 
costs of direct subsidies, Tantawi recom-
mends that more cooperation on domes-
tic projects could add value to gas before 
export, like in the petrochemical indus-
try, where a $300 ton of propane can be 
transformed into a ton of polypropylene 
worth $1,200. He also is encouraged by 
the growing international electricity grid, 
which will allow the country to export 
higher-value energy.

“Why does Jordan need our gas through 
the Arab Gas Pipeline that we’re building?” 
Tantawi postulates. “They are building it 
[to generate] electricity. Why don’t we just 
sell them electricity?”

The IOC line in favor of LNG is that 
market forces from more petroleum-rich 
regional competitors will make those value-
added products non-competitive from the 
government’s macroeconomic perspective.

“The government here understands 
that the highest net back price comes 
from LNG,” Fysh says. “There are a lot of 
other countries with very cheap gas, such 
as Qatar and Kuwait and so on, that have 
built very large fertilizer plants, and they’re 
prepared to put their gas into those fertil-
izer plants at less than a dollar. So it doesn’t 
really make a lot of sense for Egypt to go 
making fertilizer plants — it would make a 
lot more sense to buy fertilizer and to sell 
its gas to America.”

Before a major action is taken, Tantawi 
hopes that the government will consider 
enhancing communication and coopera-
tion between all stakeholders in the energy 
supply chain — government and private-
sector alike — so that it will make the most 
responsible decision possible at what ap-
pears to be a crucial turning point for the 
natural gas supply.

“[We] have to have a master plan,” he says, 
“and not one for each industry — we have to 
have a master plan for energy in Egypt.” bt 

Rosetta P2 has five well slots left for future expansion. Reserves under this platform are confirmed, 
but deep waters in different blocks around the Mediterranean are luring new exploration campaigns.
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